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WELCOME www.inprinteducational.com

Welcome to our latest catalogue, packed full 
of our top selling practical resources to support 
children with the development of social, emotional 
and behavioural skills. 

We recognise that the majority of children are 
visual or kinaesthetic learners and all our resources 
are designed alongside children and teachers to 
ensure they are easy to use and really work!

The Inprint Educational Team

Education, health, social services and other public sector 
establishments in the UK can order on account.

It’s so easy to order! 
Online: www.inprinteducational.com 
Phone: 028 90795298 
Email: sales@inprinteducational.com

Republic of Ireland orders
One of our unique selling points is that we will always supply 
any book at the exchange rate on the day of invoice from £ to 
€, so no hidden costs. We are registered with all the Education 
& training boards in Ireland and all customers will be invoiced 
in €. Payments can be made to our account by credit transfer, 
cheque and debit/credit card. 

For email updates of our latest offers contact sales@inprinteducational.com 

Encourage understanding by offering positive rules
Early Years Instructions Fan

Give children praise for behaviour you would like repeated
Early Years Activities Fan

Give children praise for behaviour you would like repeated
Behaviour Fan

Help children identify expressions and what feelings they represent
I Feel Expressions Fan

All Fans are available with poppers, or lanyards or keyrings.  
Go online to see our full range of fans and all available options.

Best Best 
Seller!Seller!

Single Ref: 1365-1-CE £6.99   

Set of 10 Ref: 1365-10-CE   £65.99  

Single Ref: 1366-1-CE £6.99     

Set of 10 Ref: 1366-10-CE     £65.99

Single Ref: 1211-1-CE    £6.99 

Set of 10 Ref: 1211-10-CE  £65.99   

Single Ref: 1302-1-CE   £6.99  

Set of 10 Ref: 1302-10-CE    £65.99 

Need your own set of fans? Mix and Match across our whole range!
Set of 4 Ref: 2108-CE £25.99              Set of 10 Ref: 2109-CE £65.99
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All fans are available with poppers, lanyards or keyrings.  Go online to see our full range and all available options.

Single Ref: 1206-1-CE    £6.99 

Set of 10 Ref: 1206-10-CE  £65.99   

Help children identify how they are feeling and empathise with 
others’ emotions

Emotions Face Fan

Encourage understanding by offering positive rules
Positive Social Rules Fan

Give children praise for behaviour you would like repeated
Positive Praise Fan

These wrist bands help children tell you how they feel, 
turn them over to illustrate feelings such as ‘It’s all OK’ or 
‘It’s not OK’

Mood Bands

Set of 2 Ref: 1529-CE   £5.99

Set of 10 Ref: 1530-CE   £56.99

Best Best 
Seller!Seller!

Single Ref: 1406-1-CE    £6.99 

Set of 10 Ref: 1406-10-CE  £65.99   

Single Ref: 1417-1-CE    £6.99 

Set of 10 Ref: 1417-10-CE  £65.99   

Keyrin
g optio

n

Lanyard optio
n

Amazon Top 10 Best SellerAmazon Top 10 Best Seller
Special Needs Developmental AidSpecial Needs Developmental Aid

Help children know what to do when they feel worried
Telling someone you feel worried fan

Single Ref: 1545-1-CE    £6.99 

Set of 10 Ref: 1545-10-CE  £65.99   
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Best Buy Bundles www.inprinteducational.com

Autism Resource Kit in a Bag
Practical tools to support those with autism in the 
classroom

Help children understand what is happening next, 
routines and sequences to make choices and 
communicate more effectively.

Positive Behaviour Kit in a Bag
A practical set to support positive behaviour using visual and 
kinaesthetic tools.
This bag contains over 200 visual Widgit Communication symbols and a 
range of practical tools to support visual and kinaesthetic learners who 
need a little support to help their behaviour.
Kit Contents:
• 120 Positive Behaviour Reward Stickers • Show Me Feelings Card Pack 
• 8 x symbol communication fans • 6 x 10 petal blank fans 
•  How Do You Feel Today Emotions Lanyards
• Let’s Make More Smiles behaviour management book 
• Swing O Meter to support understanding, choice, sequencing and 
instruction
Ref: 1434-CE   £99.99     

Dyslexia Kit in a Bag
A bag full of useful resources that can be used daily to support children 
who need a little more help
Many children find it hard to keep up with others, struggle with self esteem 
and confidence and may find it hard to talk about their difficulties. Support 
individuals to understand their condition, know how to ask for help and 
identify the best ways to assist taking a person centred approach.
Kit Contents:
• Supporting Dyslexia photocopiable resource booklet 
• Rotary Schedule Board with mini dry wipe boards and pen 
• 6 x symbol communication fans  • 2 x Children’s mood wrist bands 
• Pyramid Now/Then And/Or display board • My Special Sticker Set
Ref: 1434-CE  £99.99      

Talk with Teddies for Early Years
Designed specifically for Early Years, this set includes our Talk with 
Teddies Communication Kit plus extra symbols and display resources
Kit Contents:
• 4 x fully washable bears
•  12 x Curriculum Communication Tiles (each 45x45mm)
•  12 x At School Time To Communication Tiles
• 12 x Social Integration Tiles
• Pyramid Now/Then And/Or display board
• 16 x Mini Dry Wipe Boards and pen

Ref: 1606-CE    £99.99   

For email updates of our latest offers contact sales@inprinteducational.com 

Best Best 
Seller!Seller!

Kit Contents: 
• 24 x visual communication symbol tiles • Pyramid Now/Then And/Or 
display board • 4 x visual symbol fans on 2 x safety lanyards  
• 1 x ‘I Feel Fan’ • 1 x ‘I have autism’ personal communication fan  
• 1 x Hey, Children on the Autism Spectrum Play Too practical resource book

Ref: 1460-CE  £99.99   
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ADHD Classroom Kit in a Bag
Over 25 different classroom resources to support children & young 
people with ADHD
These practical resources have been designed in conjunction with teachers 
and learning support assistants to support children who have ADHD. These 
resources focus on Behaviour, Impulsiveness, Concentration, Noise Levels, 
Rewards and Instruction.
Kit Contents:
• Supporting ADHD - It’s not all about behaviour resource book 
• 7 x symbol communication fans • 1 x Voice Control Teachers Fan 
• 1 x I have ADHD Communication Passport Fan  
• 2 x Children’s mood wrist bands •  Show Me Show Me Actions Flashcards
Ref: 1735-CE   £99.99     

A programme teaching young people aged 8-16 
years to manage their own anxiety and worry 
This kit uses the principles of CBT to empower children to 
make their own decisions and take control. 

Anxiety and Worry Kit in a Tin

Support children and young people to deal with social situations and 
understand the meaning behind words and actions.
This resource has been designed to improve children and young people’s 
social skills by asking them to consider a situation or action and decide 
what response would be the most appropriate from the choices provided.  
The boards are designed to instigate discussion and debate and help 
young people to make their own choices as well.  
Use the extra mini dry wipe boards and pen to record alternative responses 
and discuss why these may be more appropriate in different situations as 
well as any other social situations you feel the child or young person may 
benefit from discussing.
Contents:
 •  4 x A4 Scenario, Action or Situations Boards • 48 x Response Tiles
• 12 x Mini dry wipe boards
Ref: 1618-CE  £49.99   

Social Skills Bingo Making the Right Choices – Emotions and Anxiety
Kit in a Bag
Help children understand the choices they have in relation to their 
emotional response
This set provides a wide range of practical resources to support emotional 
understanding and empathy with individuals or group work.
Use to support children to make the right choice – allow them to use the 
resources to tell you how they are feeling, if they have enjoyed an activity or 
if they are confused about instructions.
Content:
• 4 x mood wrist bands • 2 x How Do You Feel Today Emotions Lanyards 
• 1 x Swing O Meter to support understanding, choice, sequencing and 
instruction • 7 x symbol communication fans
Ref: 1650-CE  £99.99     

To place an order call 028 90795298     International tel +44 (0)28 90795298

Best Best 
Seller!Seller!

Within it are lots of self-help techniques that they can use depending 
on their personal situation and what they are worrying about. Use the 
questions on the fans to instigate conversation and discuss what happens 
when someone is feeling anxious.
Contents:
 • Anxiety Tool Kit Programme Workbook with printable resources 
• 6 x Conversation starter and questions fans 
 - What happens when you are anxious? - How do you feel?
 - How do you behave? - What do you feel anxious about? 
 - What do you need? - Think about behaviour
• 4 x Option Reminder Fans  • 4 x Stay Safe cards
Ref: 1533-CE   £54.99   
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Feelings and Emotions www.inprinteducational.com

A practical tool allowing children to indicate feelings and emotions in 
any circumstance
Use the board 
to help a 
child indicate 
choice. Add 3 
photographs 
or symbols 
representing 
choices and 
ask the child 
to move the 
arrow to indicate 
preferences.

Ref: 1247-CE   
£26.99 

Swing-O-Meter Communication Tool

Help children to understand 
emotion and empathy through 
recognition of different facial 
expressions
Play games with the cards and use 
the dry wipe pen on the mirror to 
help children recognise, practice and 
develop different facial expressions 
with the knowledge of when to use 
them.
• 24 x facial expression cards  
(A6 size)
• I feel expressions fan 
Ref: 1510-CE   
£26.99  

Reflect and Draw Expressions and Emotions 
Kit in a Tin

Designed to support an individual to know what is about to happen 
next, or to provide choices.
Use the word tiles in between symbols to indicate ‘then’, ‘and’, ‘or’, ‘now’.  
Or use the dry wipe blank tiles for your own needs. See our full range of 
symbols on the page opposite or contact us to create bespoke symbols to 
suit your setting.

Ref: 1436-CE   
£32.99 

Now and Then Communication Kit

Behaviour Fans 8 Pack 
Mixed Set
8 fans specially selected to support 
positive behaviour
Contents:

• Emotions Face Fan
• Behaviour Fan
• I Feel Expressions Fan
• It’s Too Sensory Description fan
• Emotions and Expressions Fan
• Traffic Light Think Fan
• Positive Praise Fan
• Positive Social Rules Fan
Ref: 1418-CE    
£42.99   

Best Best 
Seller!Seller!

All fans are available with poppers, lanyards or keyrings.  Go online to see our full range and all available options.

A conversation starter kit supporting behaviour and consequences
The 40 questions 
are designed to help 
you understand how 
a child thinks and 
responds to different 
situations. They will 
help you to identify 
how you might help 
children to manage 
their own emotions 
and behaviour 
appropriately.
• 4 x Question fans
• 1 x Behaviour fan 
Ref: 1530-CE   
£36.99

Emotions Behaviour and Consequence Kit in a Tin
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Set of 10 lanyards to help children identify their own and others’ 
emotions
5 simple to understand 
emotion faces. really 
useful to wear all 
the time and have 
available when dealing 
with emotions and 
supporting empathy. 
Good to use in social 
stories and circle times. 
Single 
Ref: 1401-CE  £6.99  
Set of 10 
Ref: 1410-CE   £65.99

How Do You Feel Today Emotion Lanyard

Communication Symbol Sets
Each set has 12 visual symbol tiles, a 10 petal fan and a pyramid display board.

Designed to support children to understand sequence and instruction with everything from Curriculum subjects to Social Interactions.

Early Years Communication Symbol Set 
Ref: 1327-CE     £32.99

At Play Communication Symbol Set 
Ref: 1328-CE    £32.99 

At School Communication Symbol Set 
Ref: 1329-CE   £32.99  

Positive Behaviour  Communication 
Symbol Set 
Ref: 1331-CE  £32.99   

Play Choices Communication Symbol Set 
Ref: 1358-CE  £32.99   

Useful Information Communication  
Symbol Set 
Ref: 1361-CE    £32.99 

Help individuals who experience sensory overload to tell you how they 
are feeling

It’s Too Sensory Description Fan

Provide easy to understand instructions for everyday use
Everyday Instructions Fan

Single Ref: 1304-1-CE  £6.99   

Set of 10 Ref: 1304-10-CE  £65.99      

Single Ref: 1208-1-CE    £6.99 

Set of 10 Ref: 1208-10-CE    £65.99    

Give individuals the ability to tell you where it hurts
I Hurt Fan

Single Ref: 1344-1-CE  £6.99  
Set of 10 Ref: 1344-10-CE  £65.99  

Need your own set of fans? Mix and Match across our whole range!  
Set of 4 Ref: 2108-CE £25.99              Set of 10 Ref: 2109-CE  £65.99
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SEN Practical Resource Books

Each book in this series supports inclusion and provides great thoughts and resources to help adults 
work with all children to ensure they are offered the same chances and experiences as others. 

A toolkit of resources to support children who 
happen to have ADHD

Supporting ADHD – It’s not all 
about behaviour

Ref: PDB013-CE   £35  

Learn about sensory integration and how to 
use sensory play to stimulate or calm children

Creating Sensory Play at Little 
or No Cost

Ref: PDB003-CE   £35 

Designed to help you to identify the best ways 
to communicate effectively

It’s Not all About Talking, Let’s 
Communicate

Ref: PDB004-CE   £35 

Simple tools, activities and suggestions that 
will make a difference to how you respond 
to behaviour, and how children and young 
people respond to you

 Let’s Make More Smiles – 
Encouraging Positive Behaviour

Ref: PDB002-CE  £35  

This book considers how we can include 
children on the autism spectrum into our 
settings and challenges you to take a look at 
play from the child?s perspective.

Hey, Children on the Autism 
Spectrum Play too!

Ref: PDB001-CE  £35  

Buy all five books 
together at a saving!

SEN Practical 
Resource Books  

Set of 5

Ref: PDB014-CE   
£150

Value  Value  
Set!Set!


